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Abstract. We present an empirical study of the use of rhetorical predicates in
abstracts written by professional abstractors. We are particularly interested
in finding whether abstracts have some common structures and whether these
structures can be predicted using features computed from actual text abstracts.
We analyse a corpus of abstracts produced by three different abstractors and
measure their relatedness in terms of rhetorical predicates. We also use a Sup-
port Vector Machines learning algorithm to investigate to what degree data from
a human abstractor can be used to predict the structure of abstracts by a differ-
ent abstractor. This study has implications for text abstracting systems aiming
at simulating the way humans produce abstracts.

1. Introduction
In recent years there has been an increased interest in the production of abstract and as
a consequence research in areas such as sentence compression [Soricut and Marcu 2007,
Banko et al. 2000], paraphrase [Barzilay, R. and Lee, L. 2004], and text abstracting op-
erations [Oakes and Paice 2001, Jing and McKeown 2000, Saggion 2009] has intensified.
If automatic summarization systems are to be based on text abstracts produced by humans,
then the content and organization of abstracts should be assessed to identify regularities
which could be simulated by machines. In this work we are particularly interested in
examining the structure of abstracts produced by experienced abstractors in order to see
if they share characteristics of text organization. Text organization refers to information
types and how they are arranged in the text. Figure 1 shows abstracts where descriptions,
results, explanations, etc. are some of the information types suggested by the highlighted
predicates. We defined a set of metrics to compare the structures of abstracts based on
direct comparison of the predicates used to signal information. This is an obvious limita-
tion of this work, but allows us to establish a working methodology for further research.
The rest of this short communication is organised in the following way: the next Section
reports on related work on document structure for abstracting. In Section 3 we describe
the dataset used for the experiments and next in Section 4 we detail the linguistic analysis
of the text. In Section 5 we describe the adopted methodology while Section 6 discusses
the results. Finally, Section 7 closes the paper.

2. Related Work
The work presented here relates to the problem of the conceptual and rhetorical structure
of abstracts and to work aiming at generating abstracts automatically. [Liddy 1991] was
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ABSTRACTOR I:
Describes the addition of a collection management module to an advanced reference course
in the arts and humanities, and reports the preliminary findings of a practicum that used the
Research Libraries Group Conspectus as a basis for collection analysis in the humanities
for a university library.

ABSTRACTOR II:
Discusses the application of cellular technology for cellular data communications (CDC).
The cellular phone system industry and market are described; barriers to CDC are ex-
plained; CDC applications for online searchers are discussed; and problems with using
CDC for online searching are reviewed...

ABSTRACTOR III:
Describes FOCES (Foster Care Expert System), a prototype expert system for choos-
ing foster care placements for children which integrates information retrieval techniques
with artificial intelligence. The use of prototypes and queries in Prolog routines, extended
Boolean matching, and vector correlation are explained...

Figure 1. Professional abstracts with inserted predicates indicating types of in-
formation contained in the abstracted document.

one of the first works to examine the structure of abstracts. By asking abstractors to list
typical components of information in abstracts, she created a formal model of the ab-
stracts conceptual structure. [Swales 1990] was a pioneer in the study of the organization
of the structure of scientific abstracts. [Teufel and Moens 1999] used a high-level rhetor-
ical model (similar to Liddy´s) for detecting information in scientific texts and extracting
informational components for summaries. [Rino and Scott 1996] developed a text rep-
resentation based on rhetorical and semantic relations rich enough to make possible the
preservation of essential information for summary generation. Predicates used to signal
the structure and content of the texts (e.g. present, discuss, includes) similar to those
studied here, have been incorporated in a computer-assisted system for the creation of
abstracts, the TEXT System [Craven 1998]. [Montesi and Owen 2007] argued that these
predicates are used to make abstracts more clear and objective. In [Saggion 2009], a clas-
sification algoritm based on text content and contextual features was developed to predict
which predicates to insert when creating indicative sentences while in [Saggion 2011], the
same problem is addressed using transformation-based learning. In cut-and-paste sum-
marization [Jing and McKeown 2000] some abstracting operations are simulated, how-
ever the insertion of rhetorical predicates is not taken into consideration. Abstracts stud-
ied here are similar to indicative summaries studied in [Kan and McKeown 2002] aiming
at generating indicative sentences for bibliographical data. [Saggion and Lapalme 2002]
studied to some degree the insertion of predicates to create topical sentences for indicative
abstracts.

3. Data Collection
Abstracts for this study were collected from the ERIC Abstracting database (http:
//www.eric.ed.gov) available at our institution. Using the search facilities pro-
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vided by the ERIC abstracting service we have collected over 1,000 abstracts writen by
professional abstractors. For this study, however, we have considered only abstracts sim-
ilar to those presented in Figure 1 and reduced the size of the sample abstracts to 369
items. These abstracts which were produced by three different abstractors at ERIC (we
will call them Abs-I, Abs-II and Abs-III) have the following characteristics: they introduce
information by means of a set of rhetorical predicates which are prepended or appended
to information from the abstracted document in order to create new sentences. This is a
usual mechanism for creating indicative abstracts. The formal structure of these abstracts
matches the following pattern:

Abstract ≡ ⊕n
i=1 Componenti ⊕ Connectivei

where Componenti follows one of the patterns below:

Componenti ≡ PredA
i ⊕ βi

Componenti ≡ βi ⊕ PredP
i

PredA
i is a predicate in active voice (e.g., “Presents”) used to introduce the “content” βi of

sentence (or clause) i and PredP
i is a predicate in the passive voice (e.g., “are presented”)

also introducing the content βi, n is the number of sentences in the abstract,
⊕

indicates
multiple concatenation, and X ⊕ Y indicates the concatenation of X and Y . Connectivei

is a clause connector such as “.” or “;” or “, and”, etc. Note that professional abstracts
can take many forms, but in this paper and to reduce the complexity of this study we are
only considering abstracts which follow the above “linear” structure.

One can think of these predicates as signalling specific information types one may
find in the summarized document. We understand these predicates with the definitions
given in Table 1: for example the sentence “Describes FOCES...” in one of the abstracts
in Figure 1 suggests that in the abstracted document a description of system “FOCES”
will be found; and the sentence “... boolean matching, and vector correlation are ex-
plained” indicates that explanations of “boolean matching” and “vector correlation” will
be found in the document. From the text summarization point of view we argue that the
identification of a description in the document to be summarized can inform a generation
components about the type of predicate to select to convey in an indicative way the found
information. The list of predicates used in this study is drawn directly from the abstracts;
there are many more predicates abstractors could use in order to produce indicative sen-
tences but we believe the list given in Table 1 contains predicates commonly used.

4. Data Processing
Each electronic version of the abstracts was processed using the freely available GATE
text analysis software [Maynard et al. 2002]. First each abstract was analyzed by a text
structure analysis program to identify the abstract meta-data. After this, each abstract and
document title was tokenized, sentence splitted, part-of-speech tagged, and morphologi-
cally analysed. Each sentence in the abstract was analysed by a string matching algorithm
to identify the rhetorical predicates in each sentence. Rhetorical predicates can appear the
beginning of a sentence (e.g. “Discusses the idea of...”), in the middle of a sentence (e.g.
“Difficulties that ....are discussed, and ... ”) or at the end of the sentence (e.g. ...perfor-
mance measures “are reported.”). The identified predicate or phrase is normalised and
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Predicate Function
consider thinking about an issue reported in the ab-

stracted document
contain signals information included in the abstracted

document
describe an entity is described in the document
discuss an issue is discussed in the document
examine an issue is examined in the document
explain an explanation is given in the document
explore a topic is addressed in the document
focus particular attention is paid to a topic
include some information items are included in the

document
present some entity or topic is presented in the docu-

ment
provide some information is given
report the paper gives details on an topic or entity or

issue
review a review is given in the paper
suggest some suggestions are put forward in the paper

Table 1. Rhetorical Predicates in Abstracts

used to annotate the sentence: for example for “Discusses” the predicate is “discuss” and
for the phrase “are reviewed” the predicate is “review”. The tokens corresponding to the
identified predicate or phrase were eliminated from the set of document tokens.

5. This Study
In previous experiments classification algorithms [Saggion 2009] and rule induction
systems [Saggion 2011] have been applied to try to predict the predicates prepended to
sentence fragments using as training a set of abstracts. In this study we are interested in
“measuring” how close abstracts from different abstractors are in terms of the rhetorical
predicates used to create indivative sentences.

5.1. Comparing Abstracts

Because there is only one version of each abstract, we can not compare directly the ab-
stracts’ content, but we can compare the predicates used which are drawn from a list of
predicates used in abstracting. We use a number of metrics to compare the structure of
the abstracts:

• Predicate distribution: we compute the distribution of the predicates each abstrac-
tor used in the dataset. This information gives an indication of the types of infor-
mation each abstractor will include in the abstract.

• Predicate distribution correlation: we rank predicates for each abstractor accord-
ing to their frequency of occurrence and compare the distributions using rank cor-
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Abs II % Abs III % Abs I %
focus 0.9 explore 0.3 contain 0.4
explore 1.2 report 1.3 explain 0.9
consider 2.4 present 1.6 suggest 0.9
present 2.7 provide 1.6 consider 1.3
review 2.7 review 2.9 focus 2.2
suggest 3.6 focus 3.5 present 2.6
examine 4.8 suggest 3.5 review 3.0
report 3.6 contain 3.8 report 4.3
explain 4.8 examine 5.1 include 6.1
provide 12.1 explain 5.9 examine 7.8
discuss 13.6 consider 7.8 explore 7.8
contain 13.9 include 13.4 provide 10.8
include 14.2 describe 18.2 discuss 22.9
describe 21.5 discuss 31.1 describe 29.0

Table 2. Predicates and Distribution in the Corpus for 3 Abstractors

relation [Siegel and Castellan 1988]. A correlation of 1 indicates that the pred-
icates are used with similar distribution and correlation of -1 indicates that the
predicates are used with opposite distribution.

• Predicate prediction: we use abstractor´s X predicate model to simulate abstrac-
tor´s Y predicate model. This is carried out training a machine learning algorithm
on abstractor´s X data and applying the learnt model to abstractor´s Y data. The
resulting predictions are compared to the true predicates using accuracy: the pro-
portion of times the predicate was correctly predicted (e.g., if there are 10 occur-
rences of predicate “present” in a set of abstracts and only 5 of those occurrences
are correctly predicted, then accuracy will be 50%). This metric in a sense give us
an idea of the level of similarity among internalised structures.

6. Results and Discussion
In Table 2 we show the distribution of the predicates for each of the three abstractors.
The predicates are listed for each abstractor sorted by frequency of appearance in the
corpus. As can be appreciated, abstractors use same predicates but with a rather different
distribution. Table 3 provides more insight into this, since it presents correlation figures.
It can be seen that two abstractors (II and III) are likely to use a set of predicates such as
“explore”, “focus”, “present”, etc. with similar frequency.

Abstractor Abs I Abs II Abs III
Abs I 1.00
Abs II 0.30 1.00
Abs III 0.11 0.57 1.00

Table 3. Predicate Distribution Correlation

Table 4 shows classification results (e.g., accuracy at predicate level) using a ma-
chine learning classification algorithm (similar to the one used in [Saggion 2009]) to pre-
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dict each of the predicates in an abstract. We have used for training the classification
system the following features:

• the first three token roots of each clause (and excluding the predicate),
• the first three nouns of each clause,
• the three parts of speech of each clause,
• the position of the clause in the abstract,
• a cohesion feature indicating a link with the previous clause (whether two sen-

tences share a noun),
• the number of punctuation marks in the clause, and
• the presence of nous from the title in the clause.

The reported accuracy numbers are aggregated over all abstracts for each abstrac-
tor. We can see for example that abstractor I is able to predict with 20% accuracy the
structure of abstracts from abstractor II. Here again, the results indicate that abstractor II
abstracts resemble more to abstractor III abstracts than to abstractor I abstracts. Note that
the numbers in the diagonal of Table 4 show to what degree an abstractor is able to predict
his/her own abstracts. This is a cross-validation experiment were a set of abstracts from
abstractor X is used for training the classification algorithm and applied to a different set
of abstracts from abstractor X.

Abstractor Abs I Abs II Abs III
Abs I 0.34 0.20 0.23
Abs II 0.29 0.50 0.31
Abs III 0.26 0.39 0.39

Table 4. Machine Learning Experiments Results. Diagonal Contains Results for
10-fold Cross-validation Prediction.

Abs I ACC Abs II ACC Abs III ACC
Predicate Abs II Abs III Abs III Abs I Abs II Abs I
consider 0 0 12 0 0 0
contain 0 0 0 96 100 0
describe 54 25 51 25 37 34
discuss 28 57 40 44 28 43
examine 11 0 0 0 11
explain 0 0 0 19 5 0
explore 0 6 0 0 0 100
focus 0 40 0 67 0 8
include 64 79 13 40 78 22
present 17 0 11 0 0 0
provide 12 0 15 32 67 0
report 10 0 0 50 40 20
review 0 0 0 11 0 0
suggest 0 50 0 56 8 0

Table 5. Abstractor’s Predictions. Numbers are percent accuracies for prediction
of individual predicates.
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Finally, Table 5 shows prediction results for individual predicates. For example,
if we take predicate “Suggest” we can see that:

• Abstractor I is unable to predict this predicate on data from Abstractor II (e.g. zero
accuracy) but is able to predict it on data from Abstractot III with 50% accuracy.

• Abstractor II is unable to predict this predicate on data from Abstractor III (e.g.
zero accuracy) but is able to predict it on data from Abstractot I with 56% accu-
racy.

• Abstractor III is unable to predict this predicate on data from Abstractor I (e.g.
zero accuracy) but is able to predict it on data from Abstractor II with 8% accuracy.

Predicates such as “describe”, “discuss”, “include” and “provide” can all be
predicted with some succes.

As a general observation, here again, it is difficult to predict abstractor’s II and III
data from abstractor’s I data. But many predicates in abstractor’s I data can be predicted
using the others abstractors’ data. Prediction is more accurate when data for training and
testing is drawn from the same abstractor.

7. Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a study into the organization of abstracts written by pro-
fessional abstractors. We believe that it is the first study that compares the rhetorial organi-
zation of abstracts in terms of the predicates used to signal information components. The
results appear to indicate that the relevance of information categories present in abstracts
may vary from one abstractor to another. But because we have based our comparison
on the superficial form of the predicates used to introduce the information, these results
should be taken with caution. We suggest that the use of clustering techniques and dic-
tionaries could be used to group predicates with same use. Experiments on that direction
could help better assess the proximity between the abstracts.
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